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In this note we provide a brief summary of vibration isolation

tecnniques and their application to our neutral atom

interferometry experiments,at the UC BerKeley Physics Department.

Naturally, the difficulty in achieving acceptable vibration

0 isolation for any given experiment depends largely upon the noise0
background of the laboratory, the noise generated by the

experimental apparatus itself, as well as the tolerable noise

sensitivity of the experiment. Since neutral atom interferometers

may be configured to act as ultra-sensitive inertial sensors,

S their vibrational noise sensitivity is inherently high.

0 1 What constitutes signai & wnat constitutes noise?

The initial experiments at UCB are to simply demonstrate

neutral atom interference. For these experiments any deviations

from ar inertial reference frame for the apparatus represent a

potential noise source. Even the quasi-constant earth's

gravitational field and rotation can be considered as very low

frequency noise components, although subsequent experiments wii±

consider these as known test signal's to be measured.

2. Vibration sensitivitw of neutral atom interferometri

experiments:

Our proposed neutral atom interferometer inciudes the

following components: (a) a source of slow, cold atoms, (b) a

sequence of transmission diffraction gratings, and (c) an atomic

particle detector. The interferometer's parameters were selected

to de-emphasize its inertial sensitivity and thereby assure

success of the initial experiments. Nonetheless, it is still quite

sensitive to inertial forces, such as those caused by

vibrationally induced acceleration. Its sensitive axis is in a

direction perpendicular to the source-detector axis and

perpendicular to the grating slite' long direction. It has

negligible sensitivity to inertial forces acting perpendicular to
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its sensitive axis.

Unfortunately, For any experiment in a terrestrial

laboratory, gravity cannot be eliminated. Thus, it is worthwhile

to orient the apparatus so that gravity is perpendicular to the

sensitive axis. In our case, this is done by having the beam

propagate vertically. An advantage of this orientatiun ij that the

axial alignment remains independent of atomic velocity.

The purpose of our initial experiments is simply to detect

interferencu Fringes. Hence, one desires that the peak-to-peaK

worst-case vibration noise be limited to provide less than one

Fringe shift in whatever observation period is necessary for

positive identification and measurement of the atomic fringe

structure. In simplest terms, this requirement translates to the

requirement that the worst-case peak-to-peak vibration amoiitude

.relative to an inertial Frame) of any grating be much less than

one slit width of that grating. IF phase sensitive detection is

emoboied, this limiting amoiitude constrains the apparatus ailcwet

vibration only over the bandwidth of the Fringe detector, which,

in turn, can be made quite narrow, and Furthermore, can be

centeren at a vibrationally quiet portion of the spectrum. With

phase sensitive detection the above constraint mag be relaxed at

freauencies outside this banawidth.

Why does the slit width represent a limiting amplitude for

vibrations? Indeed, For periodic vibrations of constant amolitude

the amolitude of the resulting acceieration scales with the square

of the vibration frequency. Thus, one might exoect that the

interferometer fringe shift (proportional to linear acceleration)

will scale similarly. Fortunately, this is not the case for

periodic accelerations with frequencies higher than the inverse

transit time of atoms through the interferometer. For such

Frequencies the accelerational sensitivity decreases inversely

with frequency squared, so that the limiting spatial amplitude for

vibrations is still Just the slit width.

To visudlize this dependence, consider in an inertial frame

waves passing through a set of vibrating gratings. The diffraction

pattern at the final grating (and the Moire pattern formed by this

pattern and the final grating) is given by the Kirchoff

diffraction integral over possible paths (in the inertial frame)
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from the source, through all open slits to the final grating. The

possible paths traversed by any given wavefront constitute those

open at the time of its passage. Thus, even though a grating may

rapidly vibrate during the passage of a wavefront through a slit,

so long as the majority of paths offered by open slits remain open

for the passage of subsequent wavefronts, then the Kirchoff

diffraction integral will be neglegibly altered. That is, as long

as a only negligible fraction of each slits' open cross-section is

affected by the vibration, the diFFractiof pattor. .' be

maintaineo. This will be true as long as the worst-case wiggling

of the edges of these paths remains small with resoect to a slit

width.

Our initial experiments antic.Qate the use of about 1/2 to 1

micron slits, a path length of C.$2m, and a lowest velocity (with

corresoondingly highest accelerational sensitivity) of 5 - 10

m/sec. The worst case vibrational noise occurs at a frequency of

l/7transit), or S - 10 Hz. Since externally produced ligh

frequency 0> 1Hz) vibrations are comparatively easy to isolate

From the apparatus but the support structure must pass zero

frequency, it is the lowest frequency components (0.1 - 5 Hz) that

are potentially the most troublesome.

Another potential source of noise is that due to structural

flexure within the apparatus. Such flexure can allow one grating

to vibrate relative to another one and thereby couple additionRI

noise into the system. Unless sufficient damping is provided,

apparatus generated noise may be trapped within the isolated

apparatus. Structural flexure resonances can then cause

amplification of these vibrations and significant relative motion

of the gratings will produce additional noise. Fortunately,

relative motion of the gratings is detectable with tn-situ optical

interferometry and, if found present, can be remedied by

eliminating resonances and/or introduction of additional damping.

3. Noise sources in Room 318 LeConte, UCB Phusics Dept.:

Potential external sources of vibration include various forms

of cultural noise (e.g. hallway traffic), building plant noise

(typically rotating machincry), seismic activity, etc. Its

magnitude depends on the laboratory construction, location within
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the building and the time of day. On the third floor of LeConte

Hall, all of these sources have been measured at various times,

with frequency spectra in the range of a few Hz to a few 10's of

Hz. Vibrations of the same order of magnitude are measurable in

vertical and horizontal directions, as well as in rolling motions

of the floor. Typical vibration amplitudes in Room 31B are of

orderl-4 microns. Although the floor's rolling motion is large,

suspending th- entire apparatus on a two-axis knife-edge bearing

prevents coupling this motion into the rotational modes of the

apparatus. With significant apparatus height above the floor, the

rolling motion produces an amplified horizontal motion of the

apparatus. The rdlling moticn thus requires significant horizontal

isoiation of the apparatus center of gravity, provided by a

flexible leg support structure and Hamped pneumatic pistcns.

Isolation ratios of 10 to 100 from floor vibrations will suffice,

even for experiments not using phase sensitive detection, Phase

sensitive detection can further reduce vibrational noise to total

insignificance.

- . Tecnniques:

There are two basic popular methods for isolation of

scientific apparatus: active and passive. Passive (conventional)

isolation systems are based on the low-pass filter action of a

spring-mass-dashpot linear system. Higher isolation using the same

principles is available by cascading such filters (as is commoniy

done in gravitational wave detection experiments). The basic

physics of such isolation is given in the attached excerpt from a

Newport Research Corporation catalog. Passive isolation systems

and components are commercially available for supporting large

apparatus. Unfortunately, such commercial components are awkward

to use with an apparatus with significant vertical height (such as

ours).

Active isolation systems sense vibrational acceleration oF

the apparatus with an accelerometer and apply a corrective Force

via an electronic feedback system. Such systems are complex and

costly. Commercial active systems are presently available only for

small apparatus.

The present system at UCB 1s passive and successfully
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isolates building noise to the required degree not to require

phase sensitive rdetection. Apparatus self-noise at present

dominates. It is evidently due to vibrations caused by boiling

liquids in the diffusion pumps and liquid nitrogen traps.

Significant noise is found to exist in the isolator normal modes

only when the pumps are on and the traps are full. Experiments

currently underway will determine whether this noise can be

brought to an acceptable level by damping improvements. If not,

these pumps and traps may be replaced with sorption roughing pumps

and ion high-vacuum pumps.
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